Pure & Original
MARRAKECH WALLS
100% natural and ecological

Marrakech is a paint for inside use with a subtle, sensual and
luxurious look. Marrakech is 100% mineral and eco friendly.
Look: de surface is silky and very flat with a concrete look. When
finished with lime soap a soft shine appears. The look is
determined by application. Marrakech can be compared with
Tadelakt for both look and application method.
Colors: Marrakech is available in all Fresco colors, these are
greyish colors with a soft touch.
Application : Marrakech can be applied on lime plaster,
concrete plaster, absorbing natural stone and other mineral
surfaces. Suitable for absorbing and non water repelling
surfaces. Use Wallprim as primer (available in colors) .
Marrakech can easily be applied by consumers by using a longhaired brush or role. Always stir before use.
Apply a full layer of Marrakech. Finish with a spatula during the
drying process. The paint has to be spatuled everywhere, do not
skip places. The more movements done with the spatula the
more effect.
Sand the surface after drying with sand paper grain 400 or
higher. Dedust well afterwards.
Lime soap can be applied afterwards to give the surface a
tadelakt look. The color will be richer, deeper with more color
shades. Also is it be light water repellent. Use 2 layers of lime
soap.
Colors and look will depend on absorption of the surface and
method of application. Always test the product first before
applying definitely.
	
  

Marrakech on wood: sand untreated wood and
degrease with Pure & Original Super Cleaner.
Wood has to be dry for preventing the wood to shrink.
Do not apply Marrakech on tropical wood.
Packaging: available in 2,5L en 5L.
Product characteristics
- Ready for use
- Tension free
- No yellowing
- No synthetic binders
- 100% recyclable
- Anti-bacterial and fungicidal
- Does not turn green
- Flat effect
- Good coverage
- No ignition point
- Vaporizing
- Slightly washable with Lime soap

Typical for Marrakech :
The color can be influenced by temperature, surface and humidity. Due to the
underground, the weather and other harmful substances, the paint can abrade early.
This is a typical characteristic for Marrakech and is no production flaw.
Systems
Recommended systems:
When surface is powdery first apply one layer of Wallfix, then one layer of Wallprim,
then at least one layers of Marrakech (amount of layers depends on wanted result)
During drying process use Marrakech spatula criss cross over every part of the
Marrakech and make the surface smooth and flat. When it is dry use the spatula to go
over it. Higher part will get some shine and more darker. For the concrete look, use
sand with grain 400 or higher.
Bathroom – kitchen
Marrakech is slightly washable and very porous, it will absorb fat and water.
Direct water and or much moisture can leave traces of water. To prevent this, it is
possible to seal the paint with the Dead Flat Eco Sealer. Afterwards, you can clean the
surface very well. Attention, applying layers that are too thick or irregular can cause a
white haze(especially on dark colours). Respect 1 / 2 weeks waiting period before
applying the Dead Flat Eco Sealer. Applied to fast or to layers which are to thick, can
whitening the surface. Applying with the Fresco Lime Brush. Check the technical data
sheet of the Dead Flat Eco Sealer before applying.
Conditions of application
Temperature: : >5°C, <35°C (air, surface and material)
Relative humidity: 85% max. keep away from frost
Apply at temperatures between 5°C and 35°C
Color deviations according color sample are due to material
Basic characteristics on 20°C white paint
Specific weight
Specific usage
Drying time : dust free
Repaintable
Ignition point
pH

: +/- 1,4 g/cm3
: per layer 5 - 6 m2 per liter
: topcoat ca. 15 m2
: 2 - 3 hour
: min. after 8 hour
: none
: +/- 13

Sustainability
Keep in original packaging and on a frost free place: up to 6 months.
Can not be mixed with other paints.
Cleaning: hands and gears immediately after use with soap and water.
Technical advice
Not all occurring sub surfaces and their pre-treatment can be included in this technical
sheet. Please consult your dealer for advice on specific situations and conditions. This
technical sheet has been compiled to the latest paint technology.
Pure & Original assumes no responsibility or liability for any direct or indirect damage
that may occur when using or interpreting the information provided. Application and
processing techniques are beyond our control and large differences in the nature of
the sub surfaces could demand adaptation of a professional processing technique.
For further information please visit the Pure & Original website www.pure-original.com
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